The 13th annual CMP Holiday Card Contest is underway! We invite all students to submit an original artwork design for consideration in a compilation Holiday Card, featuring a winning design from each of our six CMP Campuses.

Instructions:

Create a holiday card cover design using the space below
(or on another paper in an area the same size as the square below and attach to this entry form).
Artwork will then be submitted to the Central Administrative Team for judging.
Artwork will be judged on artistic merit and creativity.

Artwork must be based upon the overall WINTER/HOLIDAY theme and for those who want a more specific theme we have chosen: Holiday Kindness / “Kindness makes the Holidays Brighter”.

Only individual and original artwork may be submitted.
All mediums (crayons, colored pencils, markers, pastels etc.) accepted.
NOTE: Artwork will be reduced to a 2 ½ by 2 ½ inch square.
Text will not reduce well and finer detail may be lost.